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Introduction 
t is in view of the paramount role of local 

government that make government all over the 

world to use it as a basis on which national 

development is pivoted and sustained. The nation-

wide local government reform of 1976 and the 1999 

constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 

recognize local government, as third tier of 

government. In its capacity as a public sector 

organization, the local government was assigned 

constitutional functions and responsibilities. Like any 

other functional organization in any economy the 

local government requires adequate finance to 

enable it function properly, Blair,G.S (2013) it is on this 

premise that the Federal Government of Nigeria, in its 

revenue allocation formula stipulated that twenty 

percent (20%) of revenue accruable to the Federal 

Government. In the vein, ten percent (10%) of the 

internally generated revenue of the state 

government should be allocated to the local 

government. This is to supplement the meager 

finance from the traditional internal sources of local 

governments which include local tax, rates or  
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ABSTRACT 
This study 

attempts an in-

depth 

examination of 

financial 

accountability in 

local Government 

in Nigeria and the 

extent to which it 

has contributed 

to the grass-root 

development. In 

executing its 

constitutionally 

assigned 

functions and 

responsibilities, 

the local 

government 

requires 

adequate funds 

to enable her 

function 

effectively with  
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properly tax, user fees charges, loans and grants. Oyediran,O.(2005)) All 

things being equal, it is expected that with these finances, the local 

government would be able to maintain itself and satisfactorily execute its 

statutorily assigned functions. 
It is however sad to note that the meager nature of its internally generated 

revenue coupled with the uncertainty of when the allocations from both the 

Federal and State Governments, would come has rendered local government 

councils handicapped in the execution of its functions. Some of these 

functions include the economic development of the state, particularly as it 

affects the areas of authority of the council, the establishment and 

maintenances; construction and maintenance of feeder road and street, 

drains and other public highways; naming of road and streets and numbering 

of houses; and of course the funding, maintenance and regulation of primary 

institutions. Onu, G. (2010) 

due consultation of relevant texts and publications of experts in local 

government administration, it was found that the federal allocations, and the 

internally generated revenue to local Government councils, were grossly 

inadequate. This incapacitated the local government in the performance of its 

responsibilities thereby frustrating any meaningful development in the grass-

root In view of this development, the following suggestions were made to 

ameliorate the situation. The local government council should go into genuine 

business partnership with voluntary development agencies and non-

governmental organizations to attract meaningful business. Efforts should be 

made to provide electricity, good roads, banks, and other basic 

infrastructures that would attract entrepreneurs to set up business that 

would consequently give rise to grass-root development. Allocation to local 

government councils should be reviewed upward to cushion its financial 

problem. 

 

Keywords: Local Government, Local Government Area, Service delivery, Local 

Authority, Financial Accountability, 
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All the existing local government in the country perform these functions 

designed to improve the living pattern of the rural population at the grass root 

level. Looking critically at these functions , it is clear that some are service 

oriented others are revenue source oriented. However, just as the service 

oriented functions required finance so also do some of the revenue generating 

sources require finance for example,  to construct and maintain feeder roads, 

streets and drains etc or embark on commercial ‘venture would require some 

money. Tonwe,D.A.(2013)) It is on this premises this paper intends to critically 

examine the extent to which the finances that get to Local Government are 

used for its development.  

 

Statement of the problem  

Local Government is an ongoing programme of the federal government under 

different administration and regimes in Nigeria. The purpose of establishing 

local government  is to bring development to the grass root.  The development 

took a different shape under the administration of former Military Head of 

State, General Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida. He established an agency saddled 

with the responsibility of improving the welfare of grass-root people 

Babangida established the Directorate of Foods Roads and Rural 

infrastructural (DFRRI) and a number of national development plans, recently 

former president, chief Olusegun Obasanjo introduce a similar programmes 

like National Poverty Eradication Programme, (NPEP), both were designed to 

eradicate poverty and bring development to the grass-root in the country 

In addition, a number of local government reforms have been introduced to 

boost grass-root development in Nigeria. Inspite of those local government 

reforms and development plans, the development of grass-root in Nigeria is 

still unattainable 

In Nigeria for instance, some many communities in Nigeria suffer negligence in 

the area of road construction, health care delivery, water supply, rural 

electrification, cemetery, fiancé and security, Khemani, S. (2004) these have 

led to the following problem: 

1. Financial Problems 

Financial problems at time serve as a surrogate for all other problems. This 

explains the part adequate financing of project can play in the success of grass-
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root development. In Nigeria the major source of finance is the federal 

allocation. This source has been diminishing due to the dwindling revenue 

realized from oil in the past, the inadequacy of finance has affected the scaling 

down or at other time non-execution of developmental project aimed at 

enhancing the standard of living in the grass-root dwellers. Another dimension 

to the problem of finance is the issue of corruption and the diversion of funds, 

which is quite wide spread in the local government area. Misappropriations of 

funds have helped to bring down the temple of development in rural area 

especially in Nigeria loca1 government. 

2. Road Construction 

Bad access roads in Nigeria hinder the evaluation of farm produce and 

transportation of people from the local government to other villages and 

towns. This problem resulted in poor economy and distortion in 

communication among the people in the Local Government Area. 

3. Health care Delivery. 

The inadequate provision of modern facilities resulted in protracted disease 

conditions like tuberculosis, malaria fever, cholera, typhoid fever and the Like 

with the resultant premature death of the citizenry. These diseases would have 

been controlled or eradicated with modem health care amenities. This problem 

has adversely affected the development effort of government in Nigeria Local 

Government Area through the loss of able-bodied men and women to death, 

loss of man power per day due to ill health and abilities from poorly controlled 

diseases. 

 4. Inadequate water supply. 

It is believed that with access to good water supply the larger mortify of people 

will spend less on their medical needs. The Guardian Newspaper of Sunday 

march 27, 2005 with the caption “Gave children water, Give them life” in it, it 

was stated that over 4,000 children are dying daily without minimum safe 

water. This the  statement also applies to the water condition in Nigeria Local 

Government Areas. 

The citizens rely on streams and ponds as their source of reliable water supply. 

This has resulted to some disease condition like cholera outbreak, typhoid 

fever, guinea worm infestation and even, accident in the course of people 

moving from one rough terrain to the other in search of water. 
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5. Rural electrification 

In many North Local Government Area in Nigeria, there is inadequate supply of 

electricity. This is why the local government suffers lack of industries and other 

amenities that rely on electricity for their functioning. 

6. Cemetery 

Many local Government in Nigeria had no modern facility for disposal of human 

corpses. People bury dead ones in their compounds or premises. This can lead 

to some health problems like pollution of underground water from decaying 

corpses, offensive odor emanating from decaying corpses in shallow graves. 

This problem, no doubt, has health implications like water borne diseases such 

as cholera, typhoid fever and airborne diseases especially respiratory tract 

infections. 

7 Security 

There is no adequate security in Local Government Area in Nigeria. This has 

negatively affected the safety of live and properties in the Local Government 

Area. Electricity gadgets, where available, are vandalized with reckless 

abandon, the citizens are robbed of their belongings and sometimes the 

female are raped without question. In most communities in the Local 

Government Area, people rely on the traditional security apparatus like the 

vigilante group that is not very effective. This explains why the wealthy 

indigenes from the Local Government Area in Diaspora are reluctant to invest 

at home. Dare and Oyewole, (2014) asserted that the neglect of Local 

Government Area may be due to factors like. 

a. Fluctuations in federal allocated revenue 

b. Siphoning of local government finance by the state government 

c. Weak internal generated revenue 

d. Corruption and the diversion of funds. 

e. Control /state interference 

f. The joint account between the state and local government 

g. Weak representation 

h. Low interest of the political representatives  
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Conceptualization of Terms  

Local Government 

Local Government has been defined in various ways, depending on the 

orientation and experience of its users. For the purpose of creating a better 

understanding of what local Government is, we   shall discuss some of them. 

The international Encyclopedia of social science (1972) defined  Local  

government as a public organization authorized to decide and administer a 

limited range of public policies within a relatively small territory which is a sub-

division of a regional (state) or National government. 

According to United National office for public administration. 

Local  Government is: 

A political subdivision of a nation or state, which is constituted by law and has 

substantial control of local affairs, including the powers to impose 

Taxes or to exert labour for prescribed purposes.  

Local Government is equally seen as: 

A political sub-division of a National or Regional (state) Government which in 

nearly all cases receives its power from the National or Regional Government 

but possess some degree of discretion in the making of decisions and 

performance of its 

Functions with some taxing powers. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNANCE     

Simply put, local governance is defined as the process or act of articulating and 

dispensing values and resources for the benefit of the people at the local level. 

Governance should be seen in this context as the process of administering 

human, material and natural resources for the benefit of a given people. Since 

local governance involves the management of development process at the 

local level, it is usually carried out by a political and administrative unit that is 

empowered by law.  

 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: 

Local Authority refers to a group of persons empowered to oversee the 

political, social, geographical, economic and administrative affairs of a locality. 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA   

 The geographical spread of confines covered by authority is referred to as local 

government areas. 

 

SERVICE DELIVERY 

Service delivery seeks to describe the manifestation or realization of both 

tangible and intangible development stride. Grading of roads, provision of 

portable water and electricity are seen as tangible service. Maintenance of 

peace, provision of security service and dissemination of useful information 

through radio and television are seen as intangible service. Whether tangible 

or intangible, the performance of government is usually against the resources 

at the disposal of the authority. The ability to harness the resources is in itself 

part of the measurement of service delivered.   

Financial Accountability: It simply means the results from holding an individual 

accountable for effectively performing a financial activity, such as a key control 

procedure within a financial transaction process .A well-defined financial 

accountability structure swerves as the foundation for establishing effective 

financial processes. 

 

The Efficiency-Services Theory 

The efficiency-services theory holds that local governments have an obligation 

of not only to deliver services to the local populace but also to do so most 

efficiently and at the highest efficiency rate. The main focus of this theory is 

that local government exist to provide services for the local people, in the most 

efficient and accountable manner. It is clear that, for local governments to 

survive, they have to mobilize enough resources. It is one thing to mobilize 

resources and another to monitor the utilization of the resources via adequate 

accountability. 

 

Methodology:  

Materials for this research were from primary and secondary sources. The 

primary one are from oral interview, whereby people were interviewed 

especially people that work at the local Government and some that had 
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experience of local Government activities as well as the people at the local 

area. 

Secondly, books that were written on this topic and other relevant materials 

were used. It is very interesting to note that the books used helped immensely 

in giving the relevant information for this research. Texts were critically 

assessed and the relevant information was taken. In delivering the text the 

critical analytical method was applied. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAME WORK 

Issues in local government finances since 1999 

These issues are discussed under two premises: Revenue Mobilization and the 

Issue of Accountability Awotokun, K. (2005)  

(1) Revenue Mobilization 

Revenue mobilization or generation, implies the amount of money  that gets 

into the coffers of the local government from time to time, which is usually 

through two sources; internal and External  sources 

Internal Sources 

The 1999 constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria and others before it, gave 

some exclusive rights on the Local Governments to generate funds from these 

sources for its various tasks. These can be classified into the following eight 

Heads as outlined by the local government themselves. 

1. Various Taxes (Head 1001) 

They include: Community poll tax (flat rate) 

Development levy 

Taxes on special services such a (Electricity, water, night guards among others 

as provided from time to time). 

2. Rates (Head 1002) 

This includes: Tenement 

Penalty 

 

Ground Rent 

Government (federal and states) grants in lieu of tenement rates 

 3. Local License Fees and Fines (Head 1003) 
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Under this Head, the revenue sources are as much as 100 (one hundred) and 

they are grouped under the following sub-headings: 

 

General License 

Bicycle licensee fee, Canoe license fee, Dog license fee, Cart/Truck license fee, 

Hackney permit fees, Bus/Commercial vehicles fees, Taxi(Motor-cycle fees, 

Liquor license fees, palm wine Taper/Sellers license fees, Native liquor fees, 

Beka cigarette license fees, Slaughters Hawker permit fees, Wart landing fees, 

Alternative medicine fees etc. 

 

Food Control 

Slaughter fess, Abattoir fees, Eating House fees, Kiosk license fees, Bakery 

House license fees, Registration of Meat van fees, cattle Dealers license fees, 

Dried fish/meat license fees, Cold room license fees, Batches license fees, etc. 

 

Security  
Auction license fees, Gold Smith and Gold Seller license fees, Hunting license 

fees. 

 
Social 
Marriage registration fees, Entertainment, drumming and temporary boot 
fees, control of noise permit fees, Cinema graph licence fees, Naming of 
Streets/House registration fees, Tent of sea/beach permit fees, Mobile sales 
promotion licence fees. Radio/Television fees, Beggars ministration fees, Open 
Air Preaching permit fees, Social Organization registration fees, etc. 
 

Health 
Dislodging of Septic tank charges, Night soil disposal/depot fees, registration 
of septic tank dislodging licence fees, registration of nigh soil contractors fees, 
impounding of animal fees, pest control and disinfectant charges, birth and 
death registration fees, burial fees, vault fees, dispensary and maternity fees, 
laboratory test fees, earning from environmental sanitation services etc. 
 

Economics 

General Contractor Registration Fees, Tender Fees, Sand Dredging Fees, Minor 

Industry license Fees, Trade License Fees, Petty License Fees, Sand Granite, 
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Iron Rod and Seller License Fees, N Sewing License Fees Forestry and Fuel 

Exploitation Fees. II License Fees, Felling of Trees Fees, Produce Buying Fees. 

Rice/Mill Cassava Grinding License Fees. ) nee Gib — License Fees, Corn 

Grinding  License Fees, Brown S 

Machine License Fees, Painting, Spraying and Sign Writing, Workshop Fees, 

Workshop License Fees, Photo Studio License, Fees, Welding Machine License 

Fees, Electric Radio and Tv, Workshop License Fees, Wood Making/Carpentry 

Workshop License, Fees, Blacksmith Workshop License Fees, Battery Charges 

licensee, Fees, Printing Press License Fees, Panel Beater License Fees, 

vulcanizes License Fees, Vehicle Spare License Fees, Cloth Driver License Fees, 

Clock-Watch Repairer’s License Fees, Registration of Laundries and Dry Cleaner 

Fees, Motor Mechanic and Car Wash Depot License Fees, Building Materials 

License Fees, Photostat Typing Institution Fees, Block Making Machine License 

Fees, Sewing 

Institute License Fees, Hair Dressing/Barbing Saloon License Fees, 

Advertisement License Fees, Miscellaneous. 

 

House/ Works Engineering and Services 

Workshop receipt, Sales of unserviceable store hire charges Sales of market 

store, survey and plot fees, Mortgage sublease approval, Customary sight of 

occupancy fees, Commission on transfer of plots, approval of building plans 

etc. 

 

Fines 

This includes fines as a result of vehicle/car parking violations, 

Vehicles/cars towed among others 

4. Earning from Commercial Undertaking (Head 1005) 

This includes: Market fees, motor park fees, shops and shopping centre fees, 

Cattle market fees, Abattoirs slaughter house fees, Proceeds from sales of 

consumer Agric, Transport services etc. 

5. Rent on Local Government Property (Head 1005) 

This includes: Rent on local government Chairs and Canopies 

Rent on other local government buildings etc. 

6. Interest Payment and Dividend on Investments (Head 
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006) 

This include: interest on Vehicles and Bicycles advances, interest on Loans to 

other local governments, interest on loans to Parastaltals and other Limited 

Liability Companies, Dividends and interest from other investments, interest 

on Staff Housing and other Loans. 

7 Grant and Donations 

This can come from wealthy individual groups or industries within the Local 

Government. It could be specific or general and it is meant to assist the Local 

Government as the Donors deem fit. 

8. Miscellaneous (Head 1008) 

This entails other avenues/opportunities open to the Local Council from which 

they can derive some revenue within the Local Government. Examples are: 

Gains from the sale of blocks, recovery of losses or over payments, payment in 

lieu of notice of resignation etc. 

The above items are the various sources through which the Local Government 

in Nigeria can raise or generate funds or revenues internally and there is no 

gainsaying the fact that they are enormous. However, generating funds 

internally has remained at low ebb and become one of the biggest problems 

plaguing Nigeria’s Local Governments over the years. For example, in 1999, the 

total amount of N60,800.6m (N60.8b) available to the local governments as 

current revenue in Nigeria N4,683.8m (N4.6b) or 7.7% was internally generated.  

Similarly, in the year 2000, the total current revenue of N 151 ,877.3m (N151 .8b), 

available to them, N7,152.9m (N7.lb) or 4.71% was internally generated. In the 

year 2001, the total current revenue of NI 71,523.1m (NI 71 .5b available to the 

Local Government. N6020.4m (N6.02b) or 3.51% was internally generated.3° in 

the year 2002, the total current revenue of N172,151.lm (N172.lb) available to 

Local Government, N10,420.9 (N10.4b) or 6.05% was internally generated. 

Between 1999 and 2002, the internally generated revenue of the local 

governments for each year was less than 10%. This has great implications for 

local government ability to perform. What can be seen here is the attitude of 

over reliance on statutory allocation from the federal account by the local 

government.  
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External Sources 

These include: 

x. Statutory allocations from the federal account 

xi. Statutory allocations from the state governments (10% of their internally 

generated revenue) 

xii. Foreign Aids and Grants 

xiii. Loans from financial institutions. 

xiv. Donations. 

The statutory allocations from the federal account to the local governments 

are 20% of total amount distributed monthly and this has remained so since 1st 

June 1992. In addition, the local government of a state are to receive 10% of 

internally generated revenues of the state Government. Equally, local 

governments are entitled to 30% of the total amount accrued to the Value 

Added Tax (VAT) pool account with the states and federal government having 

50% and 200% respectively.  Other revenues, which are shared to the local 

governments, include: Privatization proceeds, GSM proceeds, Fertilizer subsidy 

and stabilization fund and generated ecology. 

The local governments also do have foreign aids and grants, which help a great 

deal in developmental projects, social services, and security among others. 

The councils can also seek for and obtain loans for specific projects which they 

must pay back before the expiry of their tenure. Donations do also get to the 

councils as the donors may deem fit or are persuaded to do. 

These are the various external sources of local government revenue in  

Nigeria.) 

2. The Issue of Revenue Accountability 

Revenue accountability is another major area of concern. For the fact that the 

local governments generate funds, it is reasonable to know how accountable 

and transparent they are. There is a common believe that local government in 

Nigeria indulged in corrupt practices. The question to ask is: who is to be 

blame? Are there no mechanisms to check the activities of the local 

government councils to comb corrupt practices? Obviously, there are, for 

example, the constitution provides for auditors to audit regularly and 

periodically the local government accounts. There are also various 
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administrative and financial regulations or guidelines to check the activities of 

the local governments. These are as follows: Gboyega. A. (2003) 

Auditing of Local Government Revenue and Accounts 

This comprises internal and external auditing there is no doubt that the local 

governments have both internal and external auditors as provided for in the 

constitution. 

The Internal Auditors are mainly concerned with evaluation, compliance and 

verification as well as 100% prepayment auditing while the External Auditors 

examines the financial statements and expresses his opinion on their fairness.  

Both of them have powers to issue audit queries where irregularities are 

observed and where any officer fails to make valid explanations he could be 

subjected to lay down sanctions or punishments such as surcharging the officer 

involved, immediate recovery of the amount involved and/or report the matter 

to the police for prosecution.  For corruption to remain unabated in the local 

government councils there must be some connivance among these officers, as 

the internal Auditors will find it difficult to raise alarms or query their bosses if 

there is any irregularity. 

On the part of the external auditors, the guidelines stipulate that they are to 

carry out post payment and work verifications which take much time. This 

situation creates a great danger for financial accountability in the local 

government. 

Another mechanisms that has been put in place is the administrative and 

financial guidelines for local government operations as given below. 

Anti-corruption, Mismanagement and Accountability Mechanisms for Local 

Government Councils as Contained in the Guideline. 

1. Signing of Cheques 

a. Though the chairman of each local government council is the Chief Executive 

and accounting Officer of the local government, he is not expected to sign 

vouchers and cheques, rather the Head of Personnel Management is vested 

with the power to do so. The HPM therefore is saddled with the responsibility 

to scrutinize all payments before they are made and raise audit alarm where 

necessary. 

b. Each payment voucher in the local government council must have attached 

to it the written authorization of the competent officer authorizing the 
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transaction. Again, the HPM must ensure that no payment is made except it 

was duly authorized and genuine. 

 

Roles of the Local Government Treasurer 

Among others his role includes: Gboyega. A. (2003) 

a. Ensuring that all Departments of the local government as laid down in the 

financial memoranda comply with the accounting system. 

b. Having responsibility for budgetary implementation and supervising the 

accounts of all the departments of the local government. 

c. Signatory to vouchers and cheques. 

As a signatory to the council’s vouchers and cheques, the treasurer no doubt is 

a typical tool for accountability mechanisms. 

This is because he could raise alarm where he suspects or see any foul play. 

Role of the office of Local Government Administration in the Deputy 

Governor’s Office. 

The guideline provides that this office shall ensure that the Local governments 

comply with the financial memoranda, accounting codes arid procedure, 

guidelines and circular issued by the federal and state governments, from time 

to time. 

vii Award of Contracts 

a  The Local Governments in a state are not to enter into any contract of a value 

exceeding the sum prescribed by the state government from time to time. 

b. Similarly, all contracts made by the local government should be in 

accordance with the approved tender procedure in the state. 

C. Contracts up to N1 .0M must have the approval of the State Governor (and 

must be backed up by all the relevant documents as contained on page 20 of 

the Guidelines). 

d. On no account should any local government commerce a proposed project 

without the consent of the state governor. 

e. The Chairman of a local government can approved up to  #25O,OOO.OO at a 

time subject to a maximum of #1,000,0000.00 per quarter, and such 

expenditure must be reported to the executive committee within one week. 

f. All contract agreements of the local government must be prepared with the 

assistance of the local government legal office. 
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 All contract agreements, local purchase orders (LPO’S), job order forms or 

such other documents relating to contracts, supplies etc. are to be signed by 

the Head of Personal Management, after the approving authority has given the 

necessary approval. If the Head of Personnel Management observes any 

irregularity he shall draw the attention of the approving Authority to it. But if 

the Authority insists, he shall raise an audit alarm. 

 Local Government Monitoring from the Office of the Deputy Governor. 

a. The monitor so appointed shall among the other things have access to and 

be entitled to inspect all books, accounts and records of the local governments 

even when payment has been made. 

x. Pre-Payment inspection Committee 

The committee shall undertake pre-payment inspection of the 

supplies/programmes/projects and issue pre-payment inspection certificate 

signed by all its members, and this will form part of the papers to be audited 

by the Internal Auditor of the Local Government. 

  

Auditing of Local Government Accounts 

Provisions are made for Auditor-General of the local Government and internal 

auditors for their account. For instance, the internal Audits is expected to carry 

out checks on all council expenditure and see that they conform with laid down 

financial 

Memoranda or regulations and issue special reports where in his opinion the 

attention of the Auditor-General of Local Governments should be drawn to any 

observed irregularity. 

The Auditor-General of the Local Governments shall among other things: 

Oyebisi T.0. (2012) 

a. Be the chairman of the local government Audit Alarm Committee. 

b. b. Have power to carry out, on regular basis, the auditing of local 

government accounts and indeed inspect on going and completed 

projects. 

c. Notify the Finance and Appropriate committee of the state house of 

assembly of audit alarms of significant importance and serious audit 

queries for which the account officer of the local government is liable or 

responsible. 
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Management Audit. 

In addition to the roles of the internal Auditor and Auditor- General, the office 

of the Deputy Governor shall establish every Management Audit Panels, which 

will carry out thorough audit of local government personnel and accounts; 

inspection of job order, local purchase orders and other inventories. The panel 

is also empowered to carry out on-the-spot inspection of projects. 

Local Government Audit Alarm Committee 

The committee is to address all cases of alarm raised and brought before it in 

term of financial irregularity for that matter 

 

Annual Reports 

All Local Government chairman are expected to submit annual reports on the 

state of the finances, policies projects, programmes and achievements of their 

council  to the office of the state Governor which must be accompanied by 

annual financial statements and the Government is expected to render to the 

state Executive Council an annual financial statement in such form as the 

executive  Council may direct and unless the Executive council shall otherwise 

direct, shall before the first day of September in each year publish  such annual 

financial statement and the report of the auditor thereon at its own office, and 

in any other manner prescribed. 

We have gone this far to highlight these mechanisms so as to bring the efforts 

put in place to reduce corrupt practices in our local Government in this Fourth 

Republic. However, as protective as anticorruption for local Government is, our 

Local Governments still stink with corrupt practices. Adebayo, A. (2016) 

Accountability demands that leadership anywhere should consistently render 

accounts or give details of every transaction they enter into in the course of 

performing their duties openly. This is a major element of development since it 

corroborates with the principal of participation. Unfortunately, many political 

actors in Nigeria have largely eroded this principle, which has a great 

implication for Local Government revenue. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To ensure adequate revenue base for the local governments in order to make 

them effective institutions capable of transforming the socio economic 
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condition of the grass-root, the following  recommendations are therefore 

necessary 

1 The local government must tap fully their existing sources of revenue, to 

reduce their undue reliance on federal government allocation to carry out its 

statutory functions. They should for effective management have legal right to 

all their sources of revenue as this will stop their going about with cap in hand 

begging for fund. 

2 The local governments should intensify their effects in collection of taxes, 

and kinds of rates. The inhabitants of the local Government Area should be 

educated the need to pay taxes and rate to the local government regularly. This 

is necessary in view of the fact that many people erode tax payment because 

they are ignorant of its 

Importance.  If they are therefore educated and comply accordingly the 

incidence of tax evasion will be minimized if not eliminated. 

3 In order to further corrupt practiced in local government, prompt disciplinary 

measures on official found guilty of corrupt practices and fraudulent activities 

should be affected.  

4 Another area of concern is mismanagement of fund. There should be a way 

to curb wastage especially as this is more of deliberate things than incidental. 

It is therefore recommended here that there should be a monitoring unit at the 

council’s establishment for the purpose of strictly monitoring areas of 

wastages and compliance with this various mechanism put place for financial 

transactions. 

5 The local government should engage in some commercial undertaking to 

generate funds. At present only few local governments engage in visible 

commercial activities to generate additional revenue. The local government 

should therefore undertake feasibility studies of some of these activities and 

invest in them. Care must be take not to invest in unprofitable ventures. The 

local government should be granted more autonomy for the avoidance of 

undue encroachment of their resources either by the state or federal 

government. The federal and state government should increase the allocations 

to the local government to enable them carry out a meaningful development 

in the grass-roots. This allocations should be remitted as at when due to be 
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useful to the local government for the purpose of development in the grass-

roots. 

6 The arrangement for the control of the local government finance both the 

internal and external should be simplified as this will enable the management 

of local government to be more effective in operation 

7 The funds meant for capital projects in the Local Government  area should be 

sent directly to the local government such project in the grass-roots. 

8 Adequate control measure should be established to ensure proper 

accountability. 

9 Local government should have absolute power to select and undertake 

capital project that are necessary to further the development of the grass-

roots without too much state interference. 

10 The Local Government in Nigeria should encourage small scale industries in 

the Government area. 

11 The joint account between the state government and the local Government 

should be discouraged. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Local government as veritable tools for socio-economic transformation of the 
grass-root populace, needed revenue to strive in their endeavour. Though the 
focus of this paper is from 1999 when Nigeria had their nascent democracy, it 
is clear that the problem of local governments’ revenue, is a long standing one 
in Nigeria. Indeed, one of the major reasons for 1976 local government reform, 
was because of their poor revenue base. Despite this, the problem remained 
unabated. 
This paper has examined the various avenues available for Local government 
resource mobilization and the various strategies put in place for their 
accountability. And found out the reasons that led to local government poor 
service delivery, recommendation were made. It is our hope that when the 
recommendations are implemented, local government will be an institution for 
true development 
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